OpenNebula - Bug #1392
VMware Datastore doesn't support clone action
07/25/2012 03:41 PM - Tino Vázquez

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Tino Vázquez
Category: 
Target version: Release 3.8
Resolution: fixed
Affected Versions: OpenNebula 3.6

Description

Needs implementing

Associated revisions

Revision c39fb86d - 07/26/2012 01:00 PM - Tino Vázquez

Bug #1392: Add VMware DS clone script to install.sh

Revision 1fd57607 - 12/20/2012 04:00 PM - Tino Vázquez

Bug #1392: Add VMware DS clone script to install.sh
(cherry picked from commit c39fb86d3143a737c307b1bef58bdc29d84a6efb)

History

#1 - 07/26/2012 04:47 PM - Tino Vázquez
- Status changed from New to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Install.sh updated & tested, closing.

#2 - 07/26/2012 04:47 PM - Tino Vázquez
- Resolution set to fixed